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MEET CRAB!MEET CRAB!MEET CRAB!

There are more than 4,500 species of crabs.
They mostly live in coastal areas of salty, fresh
or brackish water.
They are super old! They showed up during the
Jurassic period, 200 million years ago.
They have an “exoskeleton” made of chitin. It
protects their soft tissue.
They walk and swim sideways.
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Awesome Ocean -

http://awesomeocean.com/news/super-cool-
facts-crabs/

Scuttle Jump!
Listen closely to each command of the Crab Caller -- with your pinchers at the
ready.
Scuttle! - means move In place
Jump! - means jump!
Dive! - means crouch down below the wave!
Hide! - means retreat to your shell!
Cha-cha-cha! - means crab dance (sideways) 
Follow these commands as quickly and accurately as you can, If you can't keep
up you're a scuttlebutt and must sit out! 

All Eyes on the Shell
Using your crabby smarts you must protect your shell from your grown-up or

from other artists -- but everyone else wants to steal It! In three-second
Intervals the others must scuttle across the sea towards the shell. Once you get

to three you must either try to catch someone moving OR guess if you think
someone captured the shell. You get three guesses. If they get the shell back to

the sea they win and new Shell Protector is named! 
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EXPLORE MORE
WITH CRAB! 
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Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!      
What do you do when
someone new is in your
space?

My Name Is ___ Who Might You Be?! 
Crab is the first Sea Friend Sea Dragon meets, and while
they Sea Dragon causes a bit of a combination in Crab's
space, an introduction must be made!
Let's practice making an entrance!
Start by modeling how one should enter a space for the
first time: are you nervous? are you excited? Show us with
your face! Show us with your body! 
Then, in whatever voice that matches how you're feeling,
"My name is [your name] who might you be? 
Have everyone else in the space affirm your presence by
saying, "Hi [your name]!' 
Then ask them to re-enter the room as a Sea Creature
friend! Showing us with body and face, and then have
everyone guess who they are pretending to be!
Have that artist pick someone to start with, then have them
enter and re-enter in the same pattern until everyone has
had a turn!   

   


